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In Italo Calvino’s book “Numbers in the Dark and other stories” he writes of a prominent multi-
generational business that calls in a new accountant to go over their ledgers. This took place 
before computers and spreadsheets so there would be no remote working; the accountant 
packs his bags and makes his way to the cavernous facility where the records are stored. 
He begins from the beginning and works his way from year to year, decade over decade in an 
attempt to reconcile the books and deliver his report on the state of the company.  
Slowly he realizes the calamitous conclusion he is arriving at; that way back when there was a 
small error made with the books which over time grew and grew to the point where a company 
that was believed to have been profitable in fact was bankrupt.  
 
Calvilo’s warning is clear – small mistakes can lead to grave consequences. 
Like this story Judaism celebrates the strength of its books. We take pride in the transmission of 
the Torah not merely over a few generations but over thousands of years. This pride is of the 
degree that when the Torah is raised in Shul we point our little finger at the Torah and sing: 
 

“This is the Torah which was given by Moses before the Children of Israel” 
 
However, we know the Torah evolved over time. It began with our great teacher Moses but it 
didn’t stop there. There were additions and subtractions. Corrections and amendments. Edits 
and edits again. This is the Torah we celebrate on Shavuot. But if Calvilo’s story is true – if small 
mistakes lead to crushing conclusions – might a Torah which wasn’t perfect at the beginning be 
something we shouldn’t celebrate? 
 
Our answer could not be more different than Calvilo’s. While Calvilo’s story is the tale of 
numbers the story of the Torah is the story of people. Because no person is perfect and we can 
only to aspire to perfection results in the Torah being the most perfect document we could ever 
have.  
 
Its greatness lies in its deep humanity. It is as much as we are it. 
 
Chag Sameach 
 


